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Abstract
This research paper explores the act of exercising ‘present-ness’ for both the body and camera
within a set location. A staircase is the chosen environment for the research as the investigation of
different heights, levels and dimensions will contribute to the choreographic process. The research
is undertaken at two locations as it tests the impact a location holds over such work. It looks at the
personal and creative journey of the dance artist and reflects on themes that surfaced throughout this
process. Observations and discoveries are documented within a screendance context while existing
literature is used to aid the research project.
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‘An investigation into the multiple heights, levels and dimensions that can be
explored by the ‘present-ness’ of the body and camera within a screendance
context.’
Introduction
In this research project screendance will be discussed, along with relevant pre-existing work
informing the creative process. This research explores ‘present-ness’ for both the dancer and camera
in the selected space, a staircase. ‘Present-ness’, is defined within the context that it will be
represented within the project. The practical aspect of the research allows for a series of
investigations to unfold in a space that provides many different heights, levels and dimensions for
both the dancer and camera to explore, but also allows emerging themes generated from an arts
practice journal to manifest and contribute to the study.
In the early stages of the creative process there was no particular staircase that was significantly
standing out to be used. This perhaps was to do with the fact that I was inspired by many, however,
was not obliged to use any one in particular. As a reflection on this, I was aware that it was more to
do with the mechanics, structure and purely the function of a staircase, the lingering essence of
vacant bodies and the play on levels and heights that each one occupied. It’s this that seemed to be
the driving force behind wanting to create in this type of location.
As a result of this, I decided to choose two different staircases and shoot in both locations to
discover the impact the space would potentially hold or not hold over the work and to trust my
artistic intention that this piece could be created on any staircase. This, potentially demonstrating
that it would not be a decision made based around the architectural aesthetics of one particular
staircase but more so on the experience of both the body and camera through the exercising of
‘present-ness’ in this one location. The location that this was most successfully fulfilled on would
be chosen for the dance film. The two locations that will be used for the purpose of this research
project are Loreto Convent, Bray in Co.Wicklow which will be referred to as Location 1 and the
Freemason’s Hall, Molesworth Street in Dublin which will be referred to as Location 2. For both of
these locations the only room that will be utilised will be the area containing the staircase as both
buildings contain a large staircase with multiple flights. Two cameras will be used along with the
people filming the material. Throughout the paper these will be referred to as camera performer 1
and camera performer 2. In a case where the dancer utilises the camera this will be referred to as
camera performer 3.
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The methodology used for this research project is Practice as Research (PAR) -practical based
explorations and investigations along with an arts practice journal of documentation running
parallel to this. Some entries from the journal will be used in this paper to inform, highlight and
reflect on any observations, experiences and processes that were discovered and realised overall
within the developing work.

The main aims for the research project are:
• To expand my own dance practice within a screendance context.
• To explore the multiple levels that can be utilised by the dancer and camera in the selected
locations.
• To examine, highlight and emphasise the power of ‘present-ness’ for the dancer and camera in the
selected space.
• Embody both spaces and utilise these as a stimulus to create and generate potential movement
material and produce original filmed footage all within the choreographic process.
• Frame shots with a play on dimension and combine a mix of motion and stillness shots for both
the body and camera on the staircase.
• Examine and reflect on improvisational tasks undertaken in the space.
• Acknowledge, recognise and act on re-occuring themes/issues that may arise from the process of
journaling and the documention of practice.
The structure of the paper will be presented in the format of :
Introduction
Chapter 1: Literary Review on Pre-existing Documentation
Chapter 2: Facilitated Practice As Research
Findings
Conclusion

The purpose of the paper is:
• To investigate ‘present-ness’ in such a way for both the body and camera to explore, discover and
experience their subject (in this case, a staircase with multiple levels).
• To develop artisticly as a dance artist through documenting information that may arise throughout
the journalling process as a result of this practice as research.
• To expand my movement vocabulary/possibilities within a screendance context.
• To test the impact a location has over a choreographic process.
• To produce a 5-7 minute screendance film as part of my third semester project at the Irish World
Academy at the University of Limerick.
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Chapter 1: Literary Review on Pre-existing Documentation
1.1 Historical Context of Screendance and Screendance works
Benjamin Walter’s view on screendance’s originality is supportive in that it recognises the art of it
being a primary site of expression. (Rosenberg 2012)
‘If Benjamin’s aura attaches at the point of originality, to the work of art, then certainly we can
think of screendance as the original. Given that it is not a copy of a live work nor is it reproducible
as live work, it offers the potential to create intimacy and kinesthetic empathy with its viewer as a
primary site of expression...’ (Rosenberg 2012, p.23)
Back in the 1940’s in America, Buskey Berkeley originally named Berkeley William Enos and
Maya Deren were at the peak of their work both artisticly and creatively. However, each one was
exploring a very different aspect of dance for the camera. Hollywood verses avant garde to be exact.
(Rosenberg 2012)
Through their cinematographic eyes they fully embraced the power of dance and film united
together. Perhaps one, for more commercial values, and one, for its artistic values. Dance critic John
Martin describes Deren’s work:
‘In her approach, we have the beginning of a virtually new art of “choreocinema” in which the
dance and the camera collaborate on the creation of a single work of art’ (Maya Deren’s
Screendances: A Formalist Approach, 2009)
Maya Deren’s explorations with the body and the camera were rich and fully realised. She was
paving the way for a new genre.
1.1.1 Pre-existing works relating to the concept
From researching previous works that incorporated a staircase I came across many. To name a few;
Maya Deren’s ‘Meshes of the Afternoon’ 1943, in which she ran up a staircase multiple times. A
more recent one was a scene from Alexander Sukovou’s feature film ‘ Russian Arc’ which was shot
in one take with a huge cast in 2002 with a mesmerising scene of crowds manoeuvring around
cameras on a gigantic staircase. Another quite recent one was from Irish dance artist Laura Murphy
‘The Lost Ballerina’ in 2011, in which plan view was utilised and different levels explored with one
dancer in the stairway. So, from the array of staircase films and scenes from films it was important
to remain honest, open, true and dare I say present with my concept and process. From the
examining of pre-existing dance films sharing the same subject, a staircase, I also analysed many
other works, paying close attention to the cinematography utilised within these. One that inspired
me greatly was Merce Cunninghams’ ‘Locale’ it was not so much the material the film presented
but more how the camera was partaking in the film.
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1.2 Merce Cunningham’s ‘Locale’ - The Camera Discovering
In ‘Locale’, a choreography for camera created in 1979, Cunningham’s intention and focus seemed
to be on exploring the moving camera and the different effects this had on screen. Cunningham
filmed a group of dancers moving at a very high speed through the camera’s lens and this altered
the viewer’s perception of the moving dancers in the space (Rosenburg 2012). Rosenberg explains
Cunningham’s camera work in this piece ‘it feels as if the camera is in a sense ‘discovering’ the
movement already in progress’ (Rosenberg 2012, p.31)
By acknowledging the camera working in this way of ‘discovering’, this impacted the filming
element of my studio based aspect of the research (which for this project was a staircase) greatly. It
inspired me and contributed to many different observations such as the sense of presence the
camera has, the sense of being it holds, and the sense of purpose it represents. Overall this idea of
the camera ‘discovering’ not only highlighted the camera’s sense of being and its sense of existence.
It personified the camera.

1.2.1 ‘Discovering’ and it’s effect on planning and presence
Furthermore, this allowed me to maintain an element of openness when planning movement scripts
and to give the camera its own sense of present-ness in time and space, to give it the opportunity to
explore, discover and investigate its newly found surroundings just as a performer’s body would do
and how Rosenburg suggests Cunningham did perhaps in ‘Locale’. Both the body and camera were
equals and as Jones’ explains,
‘Amelia Jones, an American art historian offers her views strongly on screendance... discusses how
video imagery can perhaps double the presence of a live body in space and one that contorts and
mixes up the past and present through the realised footage.’ (Rosenberg 2012)
By having the body and camera in a space portraying this doubled sense of presence through the
footage, it seemed that this was a great strength that the camera was responsible for and one which
screendance could claim respectively.
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1.3 Victoria Hunter’s ‘Present-ness’
There was no information available around this act of exercising ‘present-ness’ for both the body
and camera together in a selected environment. However, what I did come across was Victoria
Hunters’ article ‘10 Spatial Translation, Embodiment and the Site-Specific Event’. This was closely
related with this inquiry into the body exercising ‘present-ness’ in a selected environment. Many
aspects of the article could perhaps inform my own creative journey and aid my choreographic
process when delving into improvistional tasks while filming on location. With this in mind, I
would work with some of Hunter’s concepts and hopefully enrich and expand my knowledge
through the experience of the research project overall.
‘The term ‘present-ness’ describes here an active process involving the individual’s deliberate
focusing of attention on themselves, their environment, and the present moment’. (Hunter 2011,p.
30)
Below is an extract from Hunters’ journal containing a series of improvisational tasks that were
used throughout her choreographic process on her site specific,‘Project 3’ exploration in 2007 (See
1.3.1). These were at the heart of driving this element of ‘present-ness’ in her investigations.
Hunter’s main aim was in relation to ‘Spatial Translation’ but this active role of being present was
corresponding to what I wanted to explore. However, for me it would not be in relation to site
specific work it would be for both the body and camera in a screendance context.
The information presented here will be exercised in this research project. The tasks will be used in
relation to the body but also in relation to the camera.
The camera performer’s will embody them along with the dancer. Hence, in each case where the
body is mentioned I have added the [/camera] as this is necessary for the sake of this exploration. It
is important to note:
‘One participant -the dancer- moves freely, in encumbered, while the other -the camera operator-is
tethered by the camera, a prosthetic image-gathering device that by necessity becomes an extension
of the body’ (Rosenberg 2012, p.2)
1.3.1 Hunter’s journal extract
‘ > Explore the notion of ‘capturing’ the space with the body [/camera ]
> Capture and bring the space into the body [/camera] – allow this space to play, explore and
develop its journey internally within the body [/camera], then release this force back into the
environment.
> Consider the body [/camera] and its actions simultaneously affecting the space and being
affected by the space.
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> Acknowledge the effect of your inter - vention within the space – respond to the changing,
energized space.
>Repeat and develop the process, capturing, exploring, and releasing space. Respond. Repeat.
(Hunter, 2007, Project 3, Choreographic Process diary extract)’ (Hunter 2011, p. 31)
This seemed to be straight forward for the dancer (which in this case was myself) to embody the
subject, a staircase, however in relation to the camera performers it was more complex as they had a
staircase and dancer as their subject.
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Chapter 2: Facilitated Practice As Research
2.1 Workshop on Present-ness for the camera performers
I facilitated a workshop on a staircase at an apartment block in Dublin for the two camera
performers and myself before we entered the locations.
The aim of the workshop was towards getting the camera performers to work in this ‘present’ way
in relation to their subject. It was my job to ensure that the camera performers, were educated and
equipped with the right skills relating to Hunter’s tasks and this concept overall so they could be
well informed and confident enough to make choices within the liveness of the situations that were
to unfold within the investigations in the space.
An example of the direction given to them regarding improvisational tasks stemmed from Hunter’s
tasks stated in 1.3.1 but also from my own explorations with the camera in different locations
containing a staircase undertaken prior to this workshop. The aim of the workshop was to practice
accessing this act of ‘present-ness’, while discovering and exploring the subject. Below are some
more tasks that were used along with Hunter’s tasks to enhance possibility, increase confidence and
heighten attention to detail throughout the investigations.
• to focus on the gesture
• to focus on the subtleties that may arise
• to play with the distance between them and the dancer - to see space as a living thing (growing
and contracting)
• to allow time where if the dancer left the shot they did not always have to follow
• to make a decision to wait for their return
• to leave the dancer and explore the space and come back to the dancer when they felt the timimg
was appropriate.

2.1.1 Observations from the workshop
By giving clear direction in the ‘exercising of present-ness’ this seemed to encourage a freedom for
the camera performers allowing them to be intuitive in the space. Confidence and a spatial dialogue
with the subject was evolving at this stage of the process. This was reassuring as it was important
before the shooting days that the camera performers were confident in their roles in location 1 and
2. The interaction across dancer to camera performer 1 and camera performer 2 was very alive,
productive, energetic, honest and extremely open in the workshop. The filmed footage from the
workshop was convincing and had power. For example, the essense of both the camera and dancer
seemed present because the shots were spontaneously active, they did not seem prescribed in any
way, at times both the camera and dancer moving together and at other times one being more subtle
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than the other but mostly staying connected in the shots. This was resulting in a series of shots that
were fueled with curiosity and spontaneity [see appendix 1&2- two clips]. This sense of the camera
discovering the movement like in Cunnigham’s ‘Locale’ had become evident in this filmed
material. Did this suggest that we were all successfully exercising ‘present-ness’? Was the act of
this aiding the level of engagement with the subject?
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2.2 Exercising Present-ness in Location 1 and 2
Location 1: Loreto Convent, Bray, Co. Wicklow Ireland (Built 1834 with alterations made in
1920’s) Figure 1 external image and Figure 2 internal image.

Figure 1
(Irish Georgian Society 1997)

Figure 2
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Location 2: Freemasons’ Hall, Molesworth Street,
Dublin 2 (Built in 1866) Figure 3 external image and
Figure 4 internal image.

(Irish Georgian Society 1997)

Figure 3

Figure 4
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Exercising this sense of ‘present-ness’ for both the camera and body on the staircase in relation to
the improvisational tasks was then practiced in location 1 and 2. The dancer and two camera
performers would carry out a short warm up. This consisted of walking and running up and down
the stairs together engaging with the subject. A breathing exercise was carried out to instill a
calmness enabling a deepened mind/body connection just moments before entering into the
improvisational tasks together. The dancer was to remain present in the improvisation along with
the camera performers. However, for the camera performers, the notion of just turning the camera
on and looking through the lens could not have been further from what it was they were about to do,
they had a very active role within these investigations. They needed to be fully part of the
improvisation and to film on their own intuition allowing the camera to explore if it found an
opportunity to. For example, if the camera wanted to follow a body part, gesture, or if the camera
wanted to leave the dancer explore the space and come back to the dancer, then this was to be. With
Hunter’s theory at the core of all of this they needed to remain calm, sharp and alert with what they
were filming. Where as the dancer would apply these same qualities but regarding her movement.
‘present-ness, therefore, implies an active process experienced by the individual in an attentive
manner requiring awareness and receptivity’ (Hunter 2011, p.30)
2.2.1 Hunter’s journal extract contextualised within the creative process
By exploring Hunter’s ‘notion of ‘capturing’ the space with the body’[/camera] (Hunter 2011, p.31)
the dancer and camera performer would have to engage with the different levels, heights and many
dimensions that were presented on the staircase. For the dancer they could capture the space
through a more tactile experience where as for the camera performers this was somehow different,
however, they could scan the subject and become fixed on certain aspects of it, in a sense, capturing
it within their own embodied experience.
Looking at the second task from Hunters’ journal extract where the aim was to ‘Capture and bring
the space into the body’ [/camera] – allow this space to play, explore and develop its journey
internally within the body [/camera], then release this force back into the environment.’ (Hunter
2011, p.31) the dancer needed to internalise and externalise their present-ness experience through
movement choices in relation to the subject. Here the camera performers needed to be clear with
their level of engagement, movement choices and the decisions they would make. In relation to
them releasing the force out into the environment they would need to take risks and push
boundaries to potentially find themselves in a place of the unknown.
The third task where they were to ‘Consider the body [/camera] and its actions simultaneously
affecting the space and being affected by the space’ (Hunter 2011, p.31) would be challenging. This
task for the dancer and camera demanded a high level of ‘listening’ and ‘adapting’ to the subject. It
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also played with the idea of switching from internal to external states as in task 1. This task was
stretched further into camera performer 3 embodying the space while actively playing the role of
the dancer simultaneously to this.
‘Acknowledge the effect of your inter - vention within the space – respond to the changing,
energized space’. (Hunter 2011, p.31) This idea of the energized space could potentially open up the
element of spontaneity and curiosity for both the dancer and camera performer. It could perhaps
remind them of the freedom that the space owned and projected to them, granting them the
opportunity to explore this idea of the everchanging space that could quite easily be bypassed if one
was not informed.
‘Repeat and develop the process, capturing, exploring, and releasing space. Respond.
Repeat.’ (Hunter 2011, p.31) This last task would allow for the dancer’s movement and the camera
performers filmed material to progress and develop as a result of repetition and perhaps evolve into
something far from the expected.
All of this was undertaken by the dancer and two camera performers with the hope of finding and
maintaining a ‘present-ness’ with the subject in the improvisations. While allowing for their (in this
case ‘their’- representing the camera and body personified) own discoveries to emerge in the two
locations.

2.2.2 Observations - filming days in Location 1 and 2
While the warm up and breathing exercise was carried out in the two locations prior to the
improvisations beginning, the time allocated to work in each location was different. In location 1
the space was booked for four days, while in Location 2 it was booked for one day. This was not
ideal but was the only time the owner of the building could allocate a slot and confirm entry for us
to go in. From filming in both locations an observation identified was the act of ‘present-ness’ took
time to be reached or even found, and if found it needed to be carefully nurtured. In location 2, it
seemed harder to access this state of ‘present-ness’ with the dancer and two camera performers from
what it had been like in location 1. Was the limited time effecting this? Was it the huge agenda for
that one day? Perhaps part of working in this particular way of accessing, exercising and
maintaining this act of ‘present-ness’ was quite sensitive and therefore could not be rushed?
Hunter’s improvisational tasks informed this act of ‘exercising present-ness’ in location 1 greatly
but the same could not be said for the experience had by the dancer and camera performers in
location 2. From these observations in undertaking these investigations, they began informing my
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own practice regarding screendance as they emphasised the impact time limitation can have over
the work as a whole when working so close to and with such a sensitive and complex concept.

2.2.3 Considering the impact of Aesthetics and Practicalities of Location 1 and 2
As a result of this observation regarding time, I then questioned the aesthetics and practicalities of
the two locations, the staircase in Location 2 was pristine and very grand, it was part of a religious
hall that was maintained to a very high standard and was open to the public for tours on a daily
basis [see Figure 3]. Was this interfering with the dancer’s and camera performer’s relationship to
the subject and with accessing ‘present-ness’? While location 1 was quite different it was very dirty,
a neglected space with an extension to an all females secondary school [see Figure 2]. Both
locations were very different and both experiences of working in them also shared this similarity.

2.2.4 Discoveries within the practice of ‘present-ness’ on screen
Discoveries for the camera, such as capturing filmed footage that had a very honest and
unpredictable feel to it as a result of the practicing of ‘present-ness’ was coming to the fore front
within the investigations. This was evident in the footage from location 1 where the dancer was
entering and exiting the shots with a decisive and clear approach supporting the movement. Also for
the dancer in location 1, discoveries such as the generating of original movement material where the
movement was performed with a sense of fullness and embodied truth, a purity, were also being
identified within the choreography filmed [see to do appendix 3]. The footage from location 2 was
not as strong, it seemed more predictable, less risks were taken with the filming and also with the
movement choices in the improvisations undertaken by the dancer on the staircase.[see appendix 4].

2.2.5 On-Screen/Off-screen Observations and emerging themes on exercising presentness- Sense of
self
Other observations identified throughout the viewing of the filmed footage was how the dancer lost
her 3D liveness on screen within the editing process when only filmed from one angle compared to
the mix of two angles [see appendix 5]. Another, the camera and the dancer both ‘exercising
present-ness’ resulting in the successful integration of ‘highly engaging shots full of spontaneity’
that could potentially lead to an increase in the viewer’s sense of curiosity [see appendix 6]. While
all of this compared to when ‘present-ness’ was not being practiced and this resulting on screen as a
lack of kinesthetic empathy, to borrow Bejamin Walter’s words, a lack of communication with the
subject, overall the footage fell flat [see appendix 7].The footage collected from camera performer
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3 when using Hunter’s third task had a fullness and richness to it, almost a double act of ‘presentness’ on behalf of the camera performer [see appendix 8].
In relation to emerging themes, as the dancer, the act of ‘exercising present-ness’ and working with
Hunter’s tasks all greatly impacted my own sense of self and began to trigger a mix of different
issues around, loneliness and self identity. This compared to when ‘present-ness’ seemed abandoned
or non-existent which seemed to do quite the opposite it would result in an almost empty experience
where it became an act of performing movement for movement sake, almost like dancing on the
space, an empty vessel demonstrating movement material that had no rooted substance.

2.3 Present-ness and body self in practice - further exploration
Another aspect of this theory that aided this idea of constant ‘present-ness’ in both the dancer and
camera in relation to self when in the locations was another of Hunter’s theories which is presented
below in a diagram and formula on ‘present-ness’ that can be exercised when in an unfamiliar space
for the first time and how body-self and own self awareness is related. (Hunter, 2011)
Hunter not only discusses present-ness, exploration and improvisation but delves into the process
that can occur in relation to these through the body-self.
She looks at the shape, structure, textures, air, surfaces, insides, outsides, lines, angles, malleability
(of skin, limbs, bones, bodies), sound, dimensions and proportions )body-site-body (Hunter, 2011)

(Hunter, 2011, p.35)
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‘In this sense, the dancer’s embodied exploration of the site phenomenon can be seen to operate in
a spiralling format equating to a form of ‘processing’ the space through the dancer’s body in a
process of ‘presentness’. The process of presentness is presented here in diagrammatic form and
provides an illustration of the dancers’s process of experiencing, processing and re-visiting
phenomena through the body-self updated and re-informed knowledge’ (Hunter 2011, p.35)
2.3.1 Observations identified regarding present-ness and body self
By inhabiting aspects of Hunter’s theory of processing the ‘present-ness’ in this particular cycle,
from the exploration of the phenomenon to embodying knowledge of the phenomenon to self
awareness and on to phenomenological reduction (Hunter, 2011) the choreographic process
developed and progressed in the areas of ‘self’. Throughout the improvisations body-self was
becoming very much stimulated. The movement material presenting itself throughout this
choreographic process was spontaneous, absurd and some high risk moments unfolded precariously
in relation to investigating the multiple heights, levels and dimensions that were accessible on the
staircase [See appendix 9].
In reading over some journal entries documented around the time of the filming stage what was
recurring throughout the choreographic process was an issue of difficulty that would arise when the
dancer had to revisit an improvisation. A re-ocurring observation identified regarding the dancer
would begin with the reproducing of some common movement material that was previously created
in the previous improvisational task and this now was becoming a reference to the first experience
of that improvisation. ‘Present-ness’ was affected at these points. The first improvisations were
much richer in substance, texture and quality and embodied a greater sense of play on the multiple
heights, levels and dimensions that presented themselves when working on the staircase in location
1. The re-takes were not as strong which leads me to the idea of the first experience we have in
anything will never be the same the second time around and therefore is it ‘self’ we have to blame
or to thank for that?

2.4 Self Identity: journal extracts
As previously noted in 2.2.5 and 2.3.1, the experience of working in this very present way, on these
two stairways began to play havoc on my own sense of self. This theme emerging from
investigations from the body on the staircase but also as the camera observing the dancer on the
staircase through the lens and on screen. This theme, ‘sense of self’ had manifested from the
collected data documented in my journal after visits and improvisations undertaken in the space.
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Within this boundary free choreographic process, it seemed that this theme ‘sense of self’ had
unleashed a search for self identity and that this was now unfolding in both the journaling aspect
and practical based investigations being undertaken on the staircase. Was this happening as a result
of this deeply rooted sense of ‘exercising present-ness’ from both the body and camera explorations
on the staircases? Was this why ‘self identity’ had presented itself ?

[Journal Extract] Location 1: Day 2: 02/07/16
‘From long periods of time being on the staircase (as a performer and looking through the camera)
I feel a strong sense that people are missing and that I am alone. With this, I get the urge to play in
the space. To make noise, to misbehave to move in a way I want to move. After long periods of
exploring the different possibilities in the space I begin to feel lonely on the staircase. I begin to
crave these imagined missing people. At this point I take my shoes off and place them on the stairs I
take out my other pair of shoes from my bag and place these down on the next step. Suddenly this
sense of missing bodies seems interrupted. Tomorrow I will bring more shoes and fill the staircase
to see what this does to the space’. (Byrne, 2016)

Figure 6
[Journal Extract] Location 1: Day 3: 03/07/16
‘The impact the presence of the shoes adds is big. When improvising with them on the stairs they
somehow influence my movement choices by choreographically dominating. My movement is
restricted, contrived almost. The shoes are stimulating and triggering thoughts and provoking
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memories for ‘self’ (note - the shoes were all borrowed from family members and friends) they are
impacting my movement on the staircase while in this active state of present-ness. I begin to
question all of these influences that shape our self identity and make us into what and who we are.’
(Byrne, 2016)

Up until the many pairs of shoes were introduced into the space the subject for the dancer was
singular, just the staircase. With the addition of the shoes at this point in the choreographic process,
the shoes were in someway substituting that lingering essence of vacant bodies that had been
discovered earlier in the creative process, when working in the space alone. The shoes were
becoming an essential asset and developing element of the work. From the improvisations
undertaken in the space I would start to see the shoes metaphorically as reflections of people that
have shaped me into the person I am and that have informed my self identity and so for this reason
the stairs was almost becoming a reflection of life.

2.4.1 Choreographic Process: Improvisational tasks with and without many pairs of shoes
The choreography surfacing from the improvisational tasks for the dancer in the shots without the
many pairs of shoes on the stairway was full of freedom, carelessness, innocence, happiness and
playfulness. The movement material consisted of running, walking, twisting, jumping, banging and
sliding down the stairs. While working really closely with the wooden staircase and reacting to its
force, exploring the multiple levels it occupied and embracing the hard texture that it presented, the
shoe free staircase was becoming closely aligned to how we might view our pathways in life before
constraints and influences of the western world are forced upon us. These being external factors,
family traits/mannerisms, educational and social settings that are all placed on us or put in our once
clear pathway as resources, facilities and aids but in someways as obstacles that can potentially
hinder the once free ‘self’ in us?
For the improvisational tasks containing the many pairs of shoes, restriction, habitual patterns,
mannerisms, gestural traits, sadness, loss, reflection were surfacing within the choreography. The
movement material consisted of gestures, contact with the shoes, slowly moving them or abrubtly
kicking them. Pulling, suspending, extending, reaching, were all evident. The many pairs of shoes,
when presented in the shot with the dancer, triggered memories and points of reflection from a self
perspective on different people that have come in and out of my life. Whether this was for a short or
long period of time, for educational purposes, social situations, relationships, family members and
other people that have had an effect on ‘self’ or that have made an impact in some way that they
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have left a mark on ‘self’ and have perhaps shaped ‘self’s’ self identity in some way today, as a
result of all this. So from them possibly being a part of self’s past, an influence on self’s present and
potentially impacting on self’s future it seemed self identity had entered the developing work in the
practical based research in a big way. I couldnt help but question again, Why? Was this happening
as a result of this deeply rooted sense of ‘exercising present-ness’ from both the body and camera
explorations on the staircases? Now with the addition of the shoes in the space was this fueling it to
grow? Perhaps Hunter’s diagram on ‘present-ness’ with body self acknowledged was the reason this
search for self identity was enabled or had even surfaced within the improvisations for the dancer.
2.4.2 Gestural expression emerging
In terms of the choreographic material that surfaced from the improvisational tasks (with the many
pairs of shoes and no shoes in the space) for the dancer it was quite clear that gestural movements
were becoming a dominant within both the filmed footage and choreography. This previously
identified in 2.4.1.
‘Peter Anderson, Rosemary Lee, Pina Baush, Win Vandekeybus, Miranda Pennell and others, there
is a preconception with choreographed gestures of the body and their ability to express meaning,
connect with the everyday, and evoke character and story. Often the scenario is familiar cinematic
territory associated with narrative fiction film.....but those gestures are inevitably treated to a whole
new process that shifts us away from the familiar and results in a cine-choreographic mode that I
will refer to as a gesture-dance’.(Brannigan 2011, p. 63)
I also believe the gesture becomes something much more when taken out of its usual environment
or habitat. In fact, as a gesture is expressed in which I believe it stems from a personal place
especially when working with improvisational tasks in a particular setting or location this somehow
perhaps informs a link or connection that it could quite possibly have with ‘exercising present-ness’
and truly existing in the now. I acknowledge the fact ‘others’ is mentioned above here but I believe
Anne Teresa Dekeersmaker’s name deserved a place as her screendance works are purely based on
gestural expression. Rosas Danst Rosas is a highly sophisticated screendance piece and has inspired
me in so many ways creatively, choreographically and artistically from when I first viewed it back
in 2005. It’s possible that in some ways its influence has found its way into this work as the natural
sounds of my shoes walking on the staircase resonate with the beginning of the film for me when
the women are all walking in the building. This however has happened subconsciously as this was
not an aim of mine, but should somehow be acknowledged. Has my personal ‘self’ been influenced
by this great dance artist? If so, has this influence impacted this research of ‘exercising presentness’ in the process and development of a screendance work?
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There were many gestural movements that evolved from the many improvisational tasks explored
within the choreographic process in both locations. Two observations from my journaling on the
evening of Day 3 shooting in location 1 was the recurrence of the back bend and the looking up to
the ceiling, along with the contorted rotational movement that took place around the spine and got
to a point of no return and so unravelled its way back to a neutral. Both gestures containing a sense
of ‘looking’ or ‘searching’ for something in the space. Was this a search for self? While other
material that also had this sense of looking or sense of searching involved, sitting on the stairs or
radiator for long periods of time portraying, a sense of reminising or reflecting on a thought in the
space. By this part of the process regarding the filmed footage a paradox was evolving. Through the
exercising of ‘present-ness’, what was resulting choreographically for me as the dancer were
moments of reflection in the space. This impacted and effected my choreographic decisions within
the editing process.
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Findings
In review of this exploration, it seems through the experience of ‘exercising present-ness’ triggers
were stimulated regarding sense of self and self identity within the choreographic process for the
dancer. This was evident in both the journaling aspect of the research and the practical
investigations. The impact each location had over the creative process was vast. Within the PAR Location 1, the neglected space where perhaps no body had been present for a long time impacted
the overall experience of accessing, exercising and maintaining ‘present-ness’ in a positive way,
where as location 2, a building open to the public, did quite the opposite of this, both the dancer and
camera performers struggled with the exercising of ‘present-ness’ here. The time allocated to work
in location 1 was longer than location 2 and so immediately this gave location 1 an advantage over
the process in some ways perhaps. However, if the time allocation in each building had been 4 days
this may have resulted in different findings, this diminishes the finding regarding time which is
unfortunate as it is not an entirely accurate measure, yet still should be noted.

The choreographic process regarding Hunter’s improvisational tasks and theories showed an
embodied sense of capturing the subject in location 1. This actively occuring through working in
both an internal and external way which resulted in shots containing high levels of spontaneity and
possibly increasing and enhancing the viewed experience of the on-screen footage as a result of
this. This was at its peak in the footage relating to camera performer 3 when she embodied both
roles and actively engaged with exercising ‘present-ness’ in the space.

Confidence in relation to directions set and applied within the improvisational tasks at the locations
was found to be key in exercising ‘present-ness’, however this was not always successfully
achieved. Identified in retakes were issues around habitual movement material patterns that were
being reproduced. This was in relation to the dancer not the camera performers. The revisiting of a
first experience was interfering with the act of being present and habitual movement material from
the previous improvisational task would appear, almost referencing the previous improvisation
through Hunter’s repetitive task. The addition of the many pairs of shoes developed this search for
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sense of self and self identity within the choreographic progression of the process. They acted as a
stimulus in the improvisations and as a metaphor on screen.
Confidence and spatial dialogue evolved within the workshops as a result of exercising present-ness
while a paradox surfaced at a later stage in the developing process where choreographic material
portraying reflection emerged as a result of ‘exercing present-ness’ for the dancer.
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Conclusion
What needs to be recognised here in relation to this PAR is the challenges for both the dancer and
camera performers to exist in this moment of ‘present-ness’ while working with a subject in a
screendance context. Perhaps maybe it can not always be tapped into because of how we are
programmed in our daily life, mostly thinking of the future or contemplating the past. In the
findings of this PAR it is important to recognise the act of how being present resulted in strong
filmed footage on screen and off screen and how unprescribed spontanious movement posibilities
surfaced within the improvisations. Is there a message that can be taken from this? Such as it
enabling us to be open to risk and flexible in our own decisions or plans and can we apply this
philosphophy to our daily lives/selves?
The reoccuring aspect of the movement material throughout the choreographic process almost
enforces the idea of how we are creatures of habit and usually have ‘self’ to thank or blame for that.
Is this where the element of safety, comfort, familiarity all contribute? In a sense do we become
stuck, fixated on both the past and the future while neglecting our present even when our present
might actually call us to reflect? Perhaps, we try to by pass it (protecting ourselves subconsciously)
and rush past it onto the next big thing for the future?
Having undertaken this PAR over the past few months;
I engaged in a new territory of exercising present-ness for the body and camera.
I hope to explore this area further in the future of my dance practice.
But more importantly, in this very present moment, right now, this very second,
I am inspired and informed as a result of the completion of this PAR.

[wordcount: 7200]
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Appendix
1 Clip 1 from workshop: https://youtu.be/WGetShT9gNo
2 Clip 2 from workshop: https://youtu.be/0EtmJfp4smE
3 Clip of improvisational task - location 1(strong footage): https://youtu.be/YungJcgGrYs
4 Clip of improvisational task - location 2 (weaker footage): https://youtu.be/2zbkrAUQsTQ
5 Two clips from an Improvisational task - split screen - location 1:https://youtu.be/
PcHOa5PF3NI
6. Clip of footage ‘moving of shoes’: https://youtu.be/tfBCcXPMxxs

7. Clip of footage from location 2 - ‘Falling Flat’: https://youtu.be/BW6sq_4aEHw

8. Clip of footage from camera performer 3: https://youtu.be/mrLwMHnmgA4

9. Clip of footage - high risk/dangerous material within the improvisational task @ 3.00-3.18 secs
in link: https://youtu.be/7ru8PQrn-sU
10. Draft no. 1 video link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Gpd6Cihjk8
11. Draft no. 2 video link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Uv1BRRbTl0
12. Finished Screendance Film: Shaped
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Na1D8yYopo
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13. Filming Plan on location 2 -photo:
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14. Story board pre-filming stage -photo
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15. Scenario -filming stage -photo
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